Compliance Label:
Verified Asset Management

Verified Asset Management
Current state of assets
Level of service
Critical Assets
Minimum life cycle cost
Long-term funding plan

For whom?
For companies, which seek do
demonstrate the level of their asset
management performance

Relevant Standards
ISO 55000
ISO 55001
ISO 55002

Make a systematic process of maintaining, upgrading and operating physical assets.
Asset management is the maintenance of a desired level of performance in what you want your assets to
provide, at the lowest life cycle cost. Lowest life cycle cost refers to the optimum necessary cost for
maintenance, repair or replacement of an asset. Asset management is implemented through an asset
management program and typically includes a written asset management plan.
An Asset Management in accordance with ISO 55000 is a management system designed to maximize the
effectiveness of assets, and increase the efficiency of operation.
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The Benefits of an Asset Management System





Clear definition of objectives, roles, responsibilities and performance indicators in
relation to asset performance
Reduced risks for assets and their performance
Improved efficiency and streamlining of operations
Improved quality assurance for customers where assets play an important role in the
provision of services and products

Improving Performance with an Asset Management System
In their paper “Quantified Benefits from Asset Management – The Sodexo Journey”, Peter
Jay, Principal Consultant at the Woodhouse Partnership Ltd, and Keith Hamer, Group VicePresident, Asset Management & Engineering, at Sodexo, explain how the company
implemented ISO 55001 and transformed their business, to enable growth and improve
value to their customers.
The report concludes that the implementation of an asset management system in
accordance with ISO 55000 included the following tangible benefits:



Operational efficiency through improved asset management planning of 20 %
Total cost of operation reductions of between 7 % and 12 % per annum



Increased reliability of asset infrastructure by between 10 % and 25 %

Why DQS is the Preferred Partner for Asset Management Certification
With a global network of highly experienced auditors, DQS is your partner for asset
management certification. We schedule audits without hassle, rely exclusively on auditors who
understand your line of business, created added value with intelligent audit reports and guide
you through the entire certification process.
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Flexible Solutions for your Business

Application & Certification Process
1. Application, Offer & Contract

Register
for
the
Global
Conformance Mark on www.gcmark.com or contact your local
DQS office

3. Verification and on-site Assessment

2. Preparation with Self-Assessment

In the second step towards obtaining the GCMark you will be provided access to a selfassessment on the eSolutions platform. This
step is optional and enables you to prepare
for the on-site assessment.

4. Issuing of GC-Mark & Certificate

+
The verification step is
separated into three parts:




usually

Document review
Self-Assessment review
On-site assessment

The GC-Mark certificate and the right to use
the GC-Mark seal are valid for one year.
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Frequently Asked Questions

What is a GC-Mark?
A GC-Mark is a seal that indicates that a product, service or organization fulfills a number of relevant requirements.
Based upon traditional national and international standards, DQS CFS has identified and developed criteria for
excellence in quality, safety, hygiene, sustainability, and customer-friendliness. Each of the more than 40 GC-Marks
has a corresponding set of requirements. Companies and organizations can request a voluntary assessment that
analyzes whether they meet the relevant GC-Mark criteria.

What are the benefits of the GC-Marks?






Unlike traditional standards, GC-Marks demonstrate excellence in a way that is easily understandable for the
intended target group. Most consumers have a hard time understanding the relevance of traditional certification,
with its multitude of abbreviations and seemingly arbitrary numbers. By contrast, the designations of the GCMarks are clear and transparent.
GC-Marks can be used on websites, in brochures, on products, and on infrastructure: it is a flexible and visually
attractive label suitable for promotional purposes. As such, they can easily be integrated in the marketing and
branding strategy of your organization.
A GC-Mark is more than a label: because it is based on solid criteria and a thorough on-site assessment, it is a
value-adding experience for your organization. Our competent auditors point out potential for improvement and
help you increase efficiency and service quality.

What kinds of GC-Marks are there?
Our catalogue offers GC-Marks to certify quality, safety, sustainability, and hygiene. They focus upon different
parameters, including the durability of products, the environmental impact of companies, the quality of services,
compliance with laws and regulations, the reliability of suppliers, and the social responsibility of organizations. For
every individual GC-Mark, there is a corresponding list of criteria that need to be fulfilled in order to receive the Mark.

How can I obtain the GC-Mark?
Based upon the scope of the GC-Mark, the size of the organization and the type of goods and services, DQS CFS
will provide a quote. After a preparatory self-assessment, an on-site assessment will take place to ensure that the
relevant criteria have been met. Once a GC-Mark has been awarded, it remains valid for one year.
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What are the criteria behind the GC-Marks?
DQS has developed a checklist of criteria for every GC-Mark. The criteria are based on nationally and internationally
recognized norms and regulations, to make sure that the GC-Mark program is compatible with existing
quality/energy/hygiene management systems. The checklist is made available before the on-site assessment, so that
organizations have the opportunity to prepare for the assessment and to remedy potential non-conformities.

What happens if my product or organization does not meet the criteria?
By making available an optional self-assessment before the on-site audit, DQS aims to avoid this scenario by giving
organizations the opportunity to prepare. Nevertheless, should an auditor discover major non-conformities, we
cannot issue a certificate until these have been resolved.

How do GC-Marks relate to ISO certification? Can I combine the audits?





The criteria specified in the GC-Mark checklists are based upon existing international standards whenever this
is possible. If your organization already meets the requirements of a relevant standard, this is already a major
step towards fulfilling the criteria for the GC-Mark. DQS can then issue your GC-Mark based upon your
existing certification, or the assessment for an upcoming certification can be combined to reduce audit time
and save costs (in case your earlier certificates were not issued by DQS, a delta audit may be an option if they
are to be taken into account).
It is not necessary to have or obtain an ISO certificate in order to receive the GC-Mark.
Unlike the ISO certificates, the GC-Marks are visually attractive and easily understandable for all stakeholders,
including consumers and the general public.

What are the conditions of use for the GC-Marks?
The GC-Mark and the certificate are valid for a period of one year, beginning from the day the certificate has been
issued. During this period, the use of the GC-Mark for marketing purposes is permitted. A hard copy as well as a digital
copy of the GC-Mark will be made available. These may be used to demonstrate conformity, and can be displayed on
websites, products, facilities, and marketing material. The GC-Mark certificate and seal remain the property of DQS
CFS and may not be altered or modified.

Who can I contact for more information?
If you do not find what you are looking for on our dedicated website, www.gc-mark.com, simply write an e-mail to
info@gc-mark.com, or contact your local DQS office.
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DQS is your partner for business solutions.
We create added value through tailor-made assessments.

About DQS Group

Almost three decades of expertise

DQS Group is one of the leading certification bodies for
management systems worldwide. Under the strategic
leadership of DQS Holding based in Frankfurt, Germany, all
companies of DQS Group strive for one common goal: to
improve our customers’ management systems by offering
value-adding assessment services. The group has built a
global presence, with currently 82 offices in 66 countries,
and more than 2,300 auditors.

The founding of DQS (German Registrar for Management
Systems) by DGQ (German Society for Quality) and DIN
(German Institute for Standardization) in 1985 was the first
step towards DQS Group as it is today. In addition to these
founding partners, Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL),
based in Northbrook, Illinois also holds shares in DQS. The
assessment, evaluation and certification of management
systems, processes, and organizations is our core business.

For almost three decades, DQS has been
working with the most reputable companies
in the world - which is why we have the
know-how to create added value:

Contact:
DQS CFS GmbH
August-Schanz-Str. 21
60433 Frankfurt
Germany

Tel.:
+49 69 95427-0
E-Mail: info@gc-mark.com
Internet: www.gc-mark.com
www.dqs-cfs.com
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